This article reviews work on the electrochemical generation of ozone from the original studies by Schönbein in the early 1800s to the present day, and is intended for specialists and nonspecialists in the field of electrochemistry. The experimental techniques employed to study the mechanism of electrochemical ozone generation are described, as is the most commonly quoted mechanism and the experimental evidence for the mechanism is summarized and discussed. The types of electrochemical cells employed are described, and the effects of temperature, anode type and composition, current density and electrolyte composition and pH are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Ozone was first identified as a distinct chemical compound by Schönbein in work that commenced with his observation that the electrolysis of water produced an odor at the anode identical to that from an electric arc (Schönbein 1838 (Schönbein -1840 ). Schönbein's acquisition of a Grove cell, which was able to deliver a much higher current than his previous apparatus, led to his proposal that the odor was due to a distinct chemical (Schönbein 1840a) , which he named "ozone" (Schönbein 1840b) . There is a nice circularity in the acquisition of the Grove cell by Schönbein in the mid-19 th century being so critical to the discovery of ozone and the use of air cathodes in electrochemical ozone cells in the 21 st century (see, e.g., Wang et al. 2006) . For an in-depth review of Schönbein's work see (Rubin 2001) . The molecular formula of ozone was determined by Andrews and Tait (1860) , only after which could the compound be determined quantitatively.
Ozone can be generated in the gas phase by discharging oxygen molecules as a result of passing a current through air or oxygen gas between two electrodes between which is a high voltage (electrical discharge), or via UV irradiation. However, ozone can also be generated in solution at a suitable anode, and this is referred to as electrochemical generation of ozone. The electrochemical generation of ozone has many advantages including: low voltage operation, the possibility of generating high concentrations of ozone in the gas and liquid phases with high current efficiency, no need for gas feeds of any description and robust and simple system design (Christensen et al. 2009 ). In recent years, attention has focused on the potential application of ozone in niche markets including white goods (Brockman et al. 2012 ) and as a replacement for surface cleaning chemicals (Simmonds et al. 2009 ).
The electrolysis of water is generally believed to produce ozone via a 6-electron process (Da Silva et al. 2003a , 2006 :
the redox potential depending upon the concentration of dissolved oxygen (Pourbaix 1974) . As the potential E • for the oxidation of water to oxygen is somewhat lower, +1.23 V ( Bard et al. 1985) :
oxygen is always produced simultaneously with ozone (Da and references therein), and the current efficiency (η) for ozone generation is the percentage of the observed current that is generating ozone, ie the ratio of the current resulting in ozone to the total current expressed as a percentage. If ozone and oxygen are the only products, the total current is simply the sum of the current leading to ozone and that leading to oxygen. Ozone is not always observed as soon as Faradaic current (i.e., electrons cross the electrode/electrolyte interface) flows: at PbO 2 anodes (the most commonly employed electrodes for ozone generation), Kötz and Stucki (1987) , report that ozone was only observed at current densities > 50 mA cm −2 , while Feng and co-workers did observe ozone as soon as Faradaic current flowed (Feng et al. 1994) . At Si/TiO x /Pt/TaO x anodes, Kaneda et al. (2006) observe an onset of ozone evolution at current densities > 30 mA cm −2 .
The solubility of ozone in acidic solutions is generally accepted as being up to ca. 10 times that of O 2 (De Smedt et al. 2001; Levanov et al. 2008; Seidel 2006) , i.e., the saturation solubility at 0 • C and 1 atm is 22 mM.
Ozone is commonly measured in the gas phase and solution by UV spectroscopy and iodometric titration (Gordon et al. 1988 ). The UV approach employs the ozone peak near 254 nm (gas phase) or 258 nm (solution phase) (Stucki et al. 1985) . The majority of papers in the literature quote a value of 3000 ± 125 mol −1 dm 3 cm −1 for both the gas and aqueous phase extinction coefficients (see, for example, Hoigné and Bader 1976; Kilpatrick et al. 1956; Nemes et al. 2000) with a typical gas phase value of 3024 mol −1 dm 3 cm −1 at 254 nm and aqueous phase value of 2900 mol −1 dm 3 cm −1 at 258 nm (Stucki et al. 1985) . The International Ozone Association (Nemes et al. 2000) recommends a value of 3000 mol −1 dm 3 cm −1 .
Iodometric titration is the standard method recommended by the International Ozone Association (Rakness et al. 1996) . Briefly, the iodometric method relies on the oxidation of Iby O 3 followed by the determination of the amount of iodine so formed by titration with sodium thiosulfate using starch indicator.
It is worth mentioning that the analysis of ozone in general should be approached with great care (Rice et al. 1986 ); for example, some concerns have been expressed with respect to the adverse effect of water vapor on the UV analysis of low concentrations of gas phase ozone (Meyer et al. 1991) .
THE MECHANISM OF ELECTROCHEMICAL OZONE GENERATION
With any chemical or electrochemical reaction, a good place to start is to identify where the product comes from; to this end, Thanos and Wabner (1985) employed radiotracer studies to show that all the oxygen in the ozone generated by the electrolysis of water using PbO 2 and Pt anodes was from the water only.
Another good place to start is to identify the intermediates of a reaction. Wabner and Grambow, employed various methods to detect hydroxyl radicals, singlet oxygen and peroxo species (H 2 O 2 and HOO • ) during the electrolysis of pH 7 phosphate buffer at Pt and PbO 2 anodes (Wabner and Grambow 1985) . The spin trap p-nitrosodimethyl aniline (NDMA) was employed to detect OH radicals, via the bleaching of the NDMA absorption at λ max = 440 nm; singlet oxygen was monitored via its reaction with histidine and the bleaching of the 440 nm absorption of NDMA by the endoperoxides so formed. Peroxo species were detected via their conversion to OH radicals by Fe 2+ and reaction with NDMA. Pt was used for comparison with PbO 2 as the former did not produce ozone at the low current densities employed (5 mA cm −2 ). As well as O 2 , Pt and PbO 2 both produced singlet oxygen; however, Pt produced peroxo species and only traces of OH radicals, whilst OH radicals were clearly produced at the PbO 2 . On the basis of their results, the authors concluded that OH radicals were intermediates in the production of ozone: Kim and Korshin also detected OH radicals during the electrolysis of aqueous Na 2 SO 4 at PbO 2 and postulated that these species were intermediates in electrochemical O 3 generation (Kim and Korshin 2008) , and this remains a common postulate (Chernik et al. 1997a; Da Silva et al. 2001 , 2003a , 2003b , 2006 Feng et al. 1994; Franco et al. 2006 Franco et al. , 2008 Santana et al. 2005) , with the first step (3), the primary water discharge, being the rate determining step (rds). The gas phase reaction:
is well known to proceed with low activation energy (Eliasson and Kogelschatz 1986) , and the role of atomic oxygen as a key intermediate to O 3 has hence also long been postulated in electrochemistry (see, for example, . Initially, dissolved O 2 was believed to be the other reactant (Beaufils et al. 1999; Stucki et al. 1985) . Stucki and coworkers employed a pressured Membrel electrolyzer , to investigate the possible role of dissolved O 2 , but found that pressure had no effect upon current efficiency, an observation they rationalised in terms of the reactions:
Increasing the pressure increases O 3 and O 2 but decreases (O) ads , hence the ratio of the two reaction rates [8] Beaufils et al. 1999; Feng et al. 1994) , and that the discharge of water is the rate determining step.
Mechanistic studies on electrochemical ozone evolution have primarily focused on the interpretation of overpotential vs log(current density), or Tafel, plots (see Appendix for a critical description of the Tafel approach; current density in A cm −2 ). Broadly speaking, in terms of the first two postulated steps in electrochemical ozone evolution:
if all the species in [10] and [11] were in solution, i.e., [10] and [11] are outer sphere processes, we would expect the slope of the Tafel plot to be 118 mV, if (10) was rate limiting, or 39 mV if (11) was the rds (Hamann et al. 2007; Oldham and Myland 1994) . In the latter case, at high enough overpotentials, there should be a switch of the rds to (10) with a concomitant increase in the slope to 118 mV. If any adsorbed species are involved (as is the case with (10) and (11)), the analysis becomes significantly more complicated and a range of Tafel slopes are possible. The above analysis requires that the mass transport of reactants to the electrode and of products away from the electrode is controlled; in most papers reporting Tafel analyses, this is not the case. The work of Kötz and Stucki may be considered as seminal in the Tafel-based analysis of the ozone evolution reaction for several reasons . The authors studied the electrolysis of 3M H 2 SO 4 at (static) 1 cm 2 PbO 2 anodes at 0 • C, measuring current density as a function of the electrode potential, and the data so obtained are shown in Figure 1 . The authors drew attention to the important fact that the method of IR compensation (to take into account the resistance of the electrolyte as well as any insulating films that may form on the electrode, etc.) is crucial, as different methods can give rise to markedly different results, as may be seen in Figure 1 , see curve (I). The authors employed the current interruption method (solid line) and the positive feedback approach (dashed line).
As may be seen from the figure, at low overpotentials/ current densities, there is no difference in the data obtained via the two approaches; however, at high current densities the two methods diverge quite markedly. The correct choice of IR compensation remains a major concern in such experiments (Da Silva et al. 2001; Franco et al. 2006 ). Kötz and Stucki decided that current interruption method was appropriate, and interpreted the switch from a Tafel slope of 120 mV at low overpotentials (<50 mA cm −2 ) to 70 mV at high overpotentials (the axes are reversed with respect to conventional Tafel plots) to the formation of OH ads or O ads becoming the rds, as ozone formation was only observed in the region of the lower Tafel slope. FIGURE 1. Current-potential curves for PbO 2 in 3M H 2 SO 4 at 0 • C. Curves (I) are the total current density and curves (II) the partial current densities for O 3 evolution calculated from the measured values of the O 3 concentration in the anode product gas by UV-Vis spectrophotometry. IR correction carried out via (-) current interruption or (. . .) positive feedback. Reproduced with permission from The mechanism for the electrochemical generation of ozone proposed by Kötz and Stucki. Redrawn from (Kötz and Stucki 1987) .
The current leading to ozone formation was calculated by the authors via the UV analysis of the gas evolved from the anode, employing an extinction coefficient of 3024 mol −1 dm 3 cm −1 for the λ max of O 3 at 254 nm, and is shown as curve II in Figure 1 . The slope of the "ozone Tafel plot" so obtained was found to be 70 mV and this was interpreted in terms of a reaction common to O 2 and O 3 generation that becomes rds at higher current densities; overall the authors postulated the mechanism shown in Figure 2 . The "oxide path" mechanism referred to in Figure 2 was postulated by Bockris and Reddy (Bockris 1956; Bockris and Reddy 1973) and concerned the evolution of oxygen at Pt electrodes and postulates that the first step, the primary water discharge, is the rds based on the ratio of the number of electrons transferred (n = 4) to the forward and backward asymmetry parameters (both taken as 0.5).
The model proposed by Kötz and Stucki (1987) is the most commonly accepted, general mechanism for electrochemical ozone generation essentially irrespective of anode material, and has remained at the core of the mechanisms proposed for electrochemical ozone evolution since, and is typified by the model postulated by co-workers (Da Silva et al. 2001, 2003a) :
"θ" and "β" represent the surface coverage by oxygen species, while " * " represent the fractional surface coverage of intermediates leading to O 3 . The majority of articles concerning the kinetics of electrochemical ozone evolution interpret data in terms of the principles detailed above. In general, and after suitable IR correction, Tafel plots are found to exhibit two linear regions, as observed by , corresponding to O 2 evolution at low current densities and O 2 + O 3 at high current densities . The change in slope is taken as showing a transition in the rds and/or of the asymmetry parameter β (see, for example (Da Silva et al. 2001 , 2003b ) (PbO 2 ) and (Santana et al. 2004 (Santana et al. , 2005 ) (IrO 2 + Nb 2 O 5 ). Based on the Tafel equation (see Appendix), the Tafel slope should be linearly dependent upon temperature; however, such a simple dependence is not observed (Da Silva et al. 2003a) , and this was interpreted in terms of the effect of bubble adherence (especially at high current densities) and/or anion adsorption, both of which will have significant effect upon the observed Tafel slope, illustrating again that Tafel measurements have to be interpreted with great care. It is also clear from the literature that anions can have a significant effect upon ozone efficiency, and this is dealt with in a separate section below.
THE ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL
The types of cell employed in the electrochemical generation of O 3 reflect those generally employed in electrolysis. In the simplest cell configuration, the electrodes are immersed directly in the electrolyte (Putnam et al. 1948 ) and the gases evolved at anode and cathode are allowed to mix, see Figure 3 . Separated cells employ an inert separator such as glass (Da Silva et al. 2003a; Putnam et al. 1948; Seader and Tobias 1952) , wetted Teflon (Foller and Kelsall 1993; Seader and Tobias 1952) or Nafion (Kim and Korshin 2008; Michaud et al. 2003) Zero gap, filter-press and Membrane Electrolyte Assembly (MEA)-based cells employ a solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) membrane (typically Nafion) as the electrolyte, with the anode and cathode being pressed tightly against the membrane (Han et al. 2004 ). Protons can move through pores in the membrane and hence maintain the essential, ionic conductivity between the electrodes (Larminie and Dicks 2003) . In MEAbased cells, the membrane is hot-pressed between the anode and cathode to form a free-standing MEA prior to inclusion in the cell (Katoh et al. 1994; Wang et al. 2006) ; otherwise the electrodes are pressed tightly either side of the membrane mechanically (Arihara et al. 2007 ).
If water is fed to a Pt-based cathode (e.g., Pt or Pt/Ti mesh), hydrogen is evolved as the cathode reaction (Arihara et al. 2007; Beaufils et al. 1999; Da Silva et al. 2010; Han et al. 2006; Onda et al. 2005; Santana et al. 2009; Stucki et al. 1987; Tatapudi and Fenton 1993) , see Figure 5 . In contrast, if an air breathing cathode is employed (i.e., Pt particles deposited upon porous carbon in a gas (Putnam et al. 1948 ). (b) The separated cell employed by Christensen and co-workers (2009) ; the anolyte and catholyte are separated by a Nafion membrane and the two hemispherical glass sections of the cell are clamped either side of the membrane with silicone seals. (1) Ti wire, (2) rubber seal, (3) Pt/Ti mesh cathode, (4) catholyte inlet, (5) catholyte outlet, (6) Ni/Sb-SnO 2 coated Ti mesh anode, (7) rubber seal, (8) anolyte inlet, (9) anolyte outlet, (10) Nafion membrane and (11) silicone rubber "O" ring seals. diffusion electrode), oxygen is reduced to water at the cathode (Bockris and Reddy 1973; Cui et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2006) , which is a safer system, especially for domestic applications. In principle there is an additional advantage in using such a cathode.
Given that cell voltage is the difference between the two individual electrode potentials (anode and cathode), the potential of a hydrogen evolving cathode should be 0V vs the Reversible Hydrogen Electrode (RHE, a standard reference electrode, see Hamann et al. 2007, p. 93 ff ) based (only) on thermodynamic considerations (i.e., ignoring kinetic effects, FIGURE 5. Schematic of the solid polymer electrolyte membrane cell employed by Onda and co-workers (2005) . Reproduced with permission. see later), while oxygen reduction should occur at 1.23 V vs RHE. Hence, the cell voltage required to drive ozone evolution at a particular rate should be less when employing an air cathode compared to a hydrogen evolving cathode. Thus, Katoh and co-workers monitored the anode and cathode potentials during electrolysis of water in a zero gap cell employing a β-PbO 2 anode and air breathing cathode fed with pure oxygen or with no oxygen and so allowed to generate hydrogen; the authors found that the cell voltage observed at 1 A cm −2 using the oxygen cathode was 0.85V lower than when hydrogen was evolved (Katoh et al. 1994 ).
There are a number of reports on variations of the zero gap cell, e.g., feeding humidified O 2 to a gas diffusion cathode to generate H 2 O 2 (Tatapudi and Fenton 1994) using an air breathing cathode/Nafion "half MEA" separated from the anode by acidic electrolyte (Foller and Kelsall 1993) and a spiral wound MEA-based cell ). Foller and Kelsall (1993) reported a variation of the zero gap cell. This is a remarkable study for several reasons: (1) it was one of the first to employ an air-breathing cathode (air depolarized) as in a fuel cell; (2) the maximum current efficiency obtained was 45% using a glassy carbon anode, albeit in highly concentrated (corrosive and expensive) HBF 4 at −5 • C; (3) the article presents a thorough analysis of the engineering aspects of the electrochemical reactors employed. For further consideration of the engineering issues specifically associated with electrochemical ozone generation see (Rice and Netzer 1982) .
One of the two reactors employed in the study utilized two air-breathing cathodes between which were cooled, tubular glassy carbon electrodes immersed in the aqueous HBF 4 electrolyte. The authors employed an air cathode following the work of the Permelec Electrode Corporation who incorporated such an air cathode into Membrel-type cell (Katoh et al. 1992 ) and obtained current efficiencies of ca. 16% at a cell voltage of ca. 2.3 V. Other variations of the zero gap configuration include the work by Okada and Naya, who employed a polyethylene terephthalate felt separator between the Nafion membrane and Pt mesh cathode in order to prevent degradation of the Nafion on the cathode side of the cell due to transport of Pt particles from the Pt mesh anode to the cathode (Okada and Naya 2009 ). As the cathode was no longer in contact with the Nafion membrane, dilute NaCl or Na 2 SO 4 was employed as the catholyte. The authors reported a current efficiency of 20% at room temperature; a remarkably high value for Pt.
Unfortunately, there are a number of challenges to be addressed when employing zero gap cells with air-breathing cathodes. In terms of the decreased cell voltage, in practice, kinetic realities mean that the overpotentials (the extra driving force required over and above the potentials predicted on the basis of thermodynamics) at anode and cathode can reduce this advantage. For example, any practical electrolysis cell will operate with air, rather than pure oxygen, at the cathode hence decreasing the maximum rate of the cathode reaction and increasing its overpotential. Katoh et al. (1994) highlight another problem associated with air breathing cathodes, which is that of flooding. Water balance in such electrodes is crucial (Li et al. 2008 ) since water is produced at the cathode via the reverse of reaction (2); in addition, every proton drags between 1 and 5 water molecules with it as it passes through the polymer electrolyte membrane from anode to cathode (electro-osmotic drag (Li et al. 2008; Okada et al. 1998) ). As a result, the pores of the cathode may become flooded with water, which blocks access to the oxygen gas and hence increases cell voltage (under constant current operation) or decreases current (under constant voltage operation). By employing a "water permeable, high performance gas diffusion" cathode, Katoh et al. (1992) reported that no flooding was observed, and the electrolyzer operated at a current density of 1.0 A cm −2 and current efficiency of 16-17% for 85 days. However, this is the only such report in the literature.
Less obvious from the electrochemical ozone literature is the serious problem of calcification Valdes and Moussy 1999) : multiply charged ions such as Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ , which are present in hardwater, precipitate inside Nafion (probably near the cathode) as hydroxides and/or carbonates (Sawyer et al. 2002 ) causing a significant increase in membrane resistance and precluding the use of MEA-based cells to inject ozone directly into tapwater.
Although the problem is mentioned explicitly by Nishiki et al. (2011) , and Valdes and Moussy (1999) , (the latter with respect to the use of Nafion in sensors for biological applications), and the use of "imitation" tapwater is reported by Kaneda et al. (2005) , and Awad et al. (2006) , the only indication that this is a serious problem is that all the other publications on MEA-based electrochemical ozone generation employ low conductivity, deionized water and avoid using multiply charged cations where electrolyte is employed rather than electrolyte-free water.
Finally, the solubility of ozone in water depends upon pH (De Smedt et al. 2001; Levanov et al. 2008; Seidel 2006) , decreasing as pH increases; in addition, the stability of ozone decreases with increasing pH, degradation occurring rapidly (Staehelln and Hoigné 1985) . This can present additional problems when employing neutral anolytes as increased bubble formation at the electrode/Nafion interface has been postulated as having an adverse affect upon proton transfer into the Nafion membrane (Cui et al. 2009 ), increasing membrane resistance.
Presumably as a result of the challenges detailed above, by far most reports concern pure water and H 2 cathodes (Arihara et al. 2006; Awad et al. 2006; Beaufils et al. 1999; Da Silva et al. 2010; Franco et al. 2008; Han et al. 2006; Kraft et al. 2006; Onda et al. 2005; Stucki et al. 1985; Tatapudi and Fenton 1993) , with only Katoh et al. (1994) , and the Chan group (Cui et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2006) reporting work on electrochemical ozone generation in zero gap cells using air cathodes, the latter operating at significantly lower current densities (≤60 mA cm −2 ) than the former due to limitations imposed by flooding (Chan and Christensen private communication, 2011) .
In general, electrochemical ozone generation is carried out either in single pass/flow operation (Cui et al. 2009 ), or in batch recycle mode (Stucki et al. 1985) in which the ozonated anolyte is returned to the electrochemical cell. In the former case, ozone is generated in both gas and liquid phases continuously; in the latter, once saturation of the anode solution has taken place, all the ozone produced is released into the gas phase.
Under batch recycle operation, Stucki and co-workers employing PbO 2 in an MEA-based, zero gap cell found that inlet ozone concentrations of 5-25 ppm in de-ionised water had no effect on current efficiency (Stucki et al. 1985) . In contrast, Christensen et al. (Christensen et al. 2009 ), have reported that the current efficiencies observed during operation under flow conditions were consistently higher (>30%) than those observed during batch recycle operation (3-8%). The authors employed Ni/Sb-SnO 2 anodes in a standard acid/acid cell, see Figure 4 (b), and postulated that the presence of high concentrations of O 3 in aqueous sulfuric acid inhibits the O 3 evolution process at Ni/Sb-SnO 2 anodes, possibly by replacing key adsorbed intermediates by adsorbed O 3 (Christensen and Imkum 2011) .
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE ELECTROCHEMICAL GENERATION OF OZONE
It was realized early in the research on electrochemical ozone generation that low temperatures favored higher ozone current efficiencies at Pt and Pt-based electrodes (Briner et al. 1937; Briner and Yalda 1942; Lash et al. 1951; Putnam et al. 1948; Seader and Tobias 1952) , an observation later confirmed using other anode materials; e.g., PbO 2 (Amadelli et al. 2000; Da Silva et al. 2001; and carbon (Foller and Kelsall 1993) .
However, some authors have reported that ozone efficiency at PbO 2 decreases with decreasing temperature, (Da Silva et al. 2010; Velichenko et al. 2002) and there are a number of reports in the more recent literature of high ozone efficiencies being observed at room temperature, and these are discussed below; see, for example, the work of Arihara and colleagues (Arihara et al. 2006 (Arihara et al. , 2007 Christensen et al. 2009; Stucki et al. 1985; Wang et al. 2005) . Early workers took great care to cool the anode as it was generally believed that the anode temperature, rather than that of the electrolyte, was critical Lash et al. 1951; Putnam et al. 1948; Seader and Tobias 1952) , and that gas bubbles could adversely affect heat transfer (Fischer and Bendixsohn 1909; Fischer and Massenez 1907; Mazza et al. 1978; Seader and Tobias 1952) . Putnam and co-workers, Lash and co-workers and Feng and co-workers have reported that the real effect of current density on O 3 evolution is hidden by the secondary heating effect at higher current densities. Lash and co-workers deconvoluted the two effects by effective (internal) cooling of their PtIr tubular anode and were able to show a linear relationship between log(current density) and current efficiency (Feng et al. 1994; Lash et al. 1951; Putnam et al. 1948 (Briner et al. 1937) . Interestingly, Putnam et al. (1948) analyzed the ozone evolved from their cells by liquefaction and measurement of the boiling point; an interesting risk assessment to perform under current health and safety strictures (Putnam et al. 1948 ).
In general, ozone efficiency falls dramatically as the temperature approaches room temperature when Pt anodes are employed (Balej and Thumova 1974; Putnam et al. 1948; Seader and Tobias 1952) , and the primary effect of increasing temperature on electrochemical ozone generation is generally accepted to be to increase the decomposition of O 3 , at least at Pt anodes; this was first postulated by Fisher and co-workers in 1907 (Fischer and Bendixsohn 1909; Fischer and Massenez 1907) . In more recent papers and reviews of electrochemical ozone generation at a variety of anodes, this theory has remained unchallenged Da Silva et al. 2001 , 2003a Da Silva et al. 2006; Da Silva et al. 2003b; Feng et al. 1994; Franco et al. 2008; Kim and Korshin 2008; Stucki et al. 1987) .
THE ANODE MATERIAL
The anodes employed for electrochemical generation fall into two time periods: ≤1982 and >1982. Up to 1982, the only anode materials that had been investigated were Pt and PbO 2 and references therein), and then only in aqueous acid electrolytes. After 1982, Pt ceased to be of interest (with one exception, see Okada and Naya 2009 ) presumably due to the poor current efficiencies observed near room temperature when compared with, for example, PbO 2 .
Although β-PbO 2 continues to be researched with respect to electrochemical ozone generation (see, for example, Awad and Saleh 2010; Da Silva et al. 2010) alternative materials have been investigated, including glassy carbon (Foller and Kelsall 1993; Potapova and Shestakova 1995) , Ni/Sb-SnO 2 (Wang et al. 2005) , IrO 2 -Nb 2 O 5 (Santana et al. 2004 (Santana et al. , 2005 , tantalum oxide (Da Silva et al. 2004; Kaneda et al. 2005 Kaneda et al. , 2006 , TiO 2 (Graves et al. 1992; Kitsuka et al. 2009 Kitsuka et al. , 2010 and Boron-Doped Diamond (BDD) (Arihara et al. 2006 (Arihara et al. , 2007 Katsuki et al. 1998; Kraft et al. 2006; Michaud et al. 2003; Nishiki et al. 2011) .
It is generally accepted that the most active of the α and β forms of PbO 2 is the latter (Da Silva et al. 2001 ), although there have long been concerns over the stability of PbO 2 , particularly in strongly acidic electrolytes . A comparison of ozone evolution at 0 • C at PbO 2 anodes gives a fairly accurate view of the general activity of this material. In the absence of added F − or fluoride-containing electrolytes, the current efficiencies observed at PbO 2 are ca. 3 -10% at current densities of ca. 1.0 A cm −2 in aqueous H 2 SO 4 or HClO 4 (Da Silva et al. 2003b Kötz and Stucki 1987) . Addition of NaF increased current efficiency to 21% or 10% (Da Silva et al. 2003a) , and in 7.3 M HPF 6 , an efficiency of ca. 50% was observed at -65 • C by .
IrO 2 -Nb 2 O 5 shows a low ozone current efficiency at 0 • C in 3.0 M H 2 SO 4 , ca. 1%, rising to ca. 12% at 800 mA cm −2 in the presence of 0.03 M KPF 6 (Santana et al. 2004 ). Using a layered anode formed on Si and exposing TiO 2 to the 0.01 M HClO 4 solution, Kitsuka et al. (2010) have reported a current efficiency of ca. 9% at 50 mA cm −2 and 15 • C. Tantalum oxide-based anodes have shown a current efficiency of ca. 12% at room temperature and 200 mA cm −2 using model tapwater at neutral pH.
Boron-doped diamond electrodes remain something of an enigma in the field of electrochemical ozone generation in that it is not entirely clear that they can be expected to generate ozone routinely. Typically, due to the high cost of free-standing diamond films, BDD electrodes are generally grown on suitable substrates (Ti, Ta, Mo, glassy carbon and, most generally, Si) by chemical vapor deposition. Doping with boron decreases the resistivity of the semiconducting diamond, with ca. 10 20 -10 21 B atoms cm −3 giving a resistivity of ca. 10 −3 cm (Panizza and Cerisola 2005) . BDD anodes show high anodic stability and a wide potential window for water discharge (high overpotentials for water reduction and oxidation); they are regarded as essentially inert and with poor adsorptive qualities such that electron transfer takes place via outer sphere reactions (Panizza and Cerisola 2005) . However, BDD films usually are subject to high residual stress leading to spalling (Wei et al. 2012) ; further, the high overpotentials required may lead to local hotspots on the BDD surface and hence heat which can lead to damage to the membrane in MEA-based cells.
In terms of water treatment, rather than as ozonegenerating anodes, BDD electrodes are generally regarded as oxidizing organic molecules by direct electron transfer at potentials below oxygen evolution and indirectly via OH radicals at higher potentials (Kapalka et al. 2009; Panizza and Cerisola 2005) , produced via the primary water discharge reaction Marselli et al. 2003; Martinez-Huitle and Brillas 2009 ). The number of papers reporting O 3 generation is relatively few (see, for example, (Arihara et al. 2006 (Arihara et al. , 2007 Katsuki et al. 1998; Kraft et al. 2006; Michaud et al. 2003; Nishiki et al. 2011) compared to the large number of papers on direct/indirect combustion (see, for example, (Balej and Thumova 1974) , and the extensive work by Ch. Comninellis and co-workers (Kapalka et al. 2009 ) and references therein).
Michaud and co-workers report that the main product of water electrolysis in H 2 SO 4 is peroxydisulfate (S 2 O 8 2-), and in HClO 4 it is oxygen (Michaud et al. 2000; Michaud et al. 2003) . Both Katsuki et al. (1998), and Michaud et al. (2003) , report ozone current efficiencies of a "few percent" electrolyzing aqueous acid in divided cells. In contrast, Kraft et al. (2006) , Arihara et al. (2006 Arihara et al. ( , 2007 , electrolyzed de-ionized water (<1 μS cm −1 ) using zero gap cells with Nafion membranes and obtained maximum current efficiencies of 24% and 47%, respectively.
Given the small number of papers to consider, the drawing of detailed conclusions is of questionable validity, but it may be that anion adsorption disfavors the production of ozone at BDD anodes, e.g. by inhibiting reactions (11) and/or (16) above via interference of anions in the encounters between active oxygen species (Arihara et al. 2006) . The exception to this postulate is the work reported by Nishiki et al. (2011) , who observed a relatively low current efficiency in "pure" (source unspecified by the authors) water (13%) as well as in tapwater containing calcium and magnesium salts (6%); however, this work is unusual for several reasons and hence is dealt with in detail later in the article. Kraft et al. (2006) , employed BDD-coated niobium expanded metal electrodes (29 mm × 45 mm) as anode and cathode, pressed either side of a Nafion membrane positioned in a pipe flow-through reactor, with only the solution ozone being monitored photometrically by the indigo method (Bader and Hoigné 1981) . Higher flow rates gave higher current efficiencies, the maximum efficiency of 24% being observed at a flow rate of 40 dm 3 hr −1 and 115 mA cm −2 ; this was attributed to more ozone being entrained at higher flow rates, as well as cooling effects reducing the thermal decay of O 3 (as usual with BDD electrodes, high cell voltages were required, e.g., 23V at 383 mA cm −2 , leading to the real possibility of local heating effects). Increasing the conductivity of the anolyte feed was found to cause a marked drop in ozone current efficiency, e.g., at a flow rate of 10 dm 3 hr −1 and 77 mA cm −2 , the current efficiency dropped to ca. 2% when the conductivity was increased from 1 to 2000 μS cm −1 , i.e., comparable to the efficiencies observed by Michaud et al. (2003) and Katsuki et al. (1998) , in their studies employing acid electrolytes. This was attributed by the authors to more of the BDD surface becoming electrochemically active as the conductivity of the anolyte increased, and hence the real current density decreasing.
Arihara and co-workers have reported the generation of ozone at 50 mm × 15 mm × 2 mm free-standing, perforated BDD plate anodes, see Figure 6 (Arihara et al. 2006 (Arihara et al. , 2007 . The BDD anode and Pt mesh cathode were pressed either side of a Nafion membrane. Deionized water (<1 μS cm −1 ) was employed as the catholyte and anolyte, with the ozone being monitored only in the solution phase by spectrophotometry. At an anolyte flow rate of 2 dm 3 min −1 , anolyte temperature of 12 • C and 530 mA cm −2 , the authors reported FIGURE 6. Photograph of an example of the free-standing, perforated Boron-Doped Diamond electrodes employed by co-workers (2006, 2007) . Reproduced with permission (color figure available online).
an optimum current efficiency of 47%, a significant achievement. However, the cost in terms of energy usage was high since cell voltages of 22-24 V were required, equating to 175 kWh per kg O 3 at 530 mA cm −2 ; this does not compare well with the standard method of generating ozone, electrical discharge (often termed cold corona discharge), the optimum energy consumption of such systems is often quoted as being between 13 and 29 kWh kg −1 (Seidel 2006) , or even as low as 8 kWh kg −1 (Rau private communication, AirTree Europe GmbH 2009), a fact the authors themselves highlight.
At higher current densities, the efficiency was found to decrease; the authors interpreted this in terms of more partition of ozone into the gas phase, increased autolysis due to the increased solution concentration and an increase in side reactions such as the production of hydrogen peroxide. The latter has been reported as increasing the decay of ozone, catalyzed by glass reactor walls (Sehested et al. 1998) , due to reactions such as:
Nishiki and colleagues employed a 40 mm long, 2 mm diameter BDD rod anode, wrapped in Nafion strips over which was coiled a stainless steel wire cathode, see Figure 7 ; this was mounted inside a 4 mm inside diameter tube to form a flow cell . Presumably, the anolyte contacts the BDD/Nafion water interface at the edges of the strips (which are not presented as wound so as to completely cover the BDD rod) or the ozone is generated at the BDD/Nafion interface directly below the wire counter electrode (as would be expected on the basis of electric field considerations) then diffuses through the Nafion to the Nafion/water interface. However the latter process would enhance the expected dehydration of the BDD/Nafion interface due to water discharge and the electro-osmotic effect (Li et al. 2008; Okada et al. 1998 ). In any case, the actual active area of the anode was unclear. It appeared that the ozone + oxygen generated at the anode and hydrogen generated at the cathode were allowed to mix; again, this was not explicitly stated. The authors employed tapwater (Fujisawa City, total hardness 70 mg/L, chloride concentration 10 mg/L), and tapwater with added Ca 2+ (as CaCl 2 , to assess the effect of hardness) or Cl-(as NaCl); they also used 'pure' water, but the source and composition of this was not specified. The calcification of the membrane was assessed by the mass change after 2 h electrolysis, with no mass change being observed in the case of pure water. In tapwater, at a constant current of 0.8A and cell voltage of 16V, the authors observed a current efficiency of 2.5%; under the same conditions, "pure" water gave 8% current efficiency at 10V. The cell voltage increased from ca. 3V at 0.2A to 16V at 0.8A.
The authors found that the current efficiency was lower in the more conducting tapwater than in pure water, see Table 1 , which shows data obtained as a function of flow rate at 0.75A. This was attributed to two primary effects: (1) more of the BDD electrode becoming electroactive and hence a decrease in current density, as was postulated by Arihara et al. (2006 Arihara et al. ( , 2007 , and (2) competition from the generation of chlorinecontaining products via the oxidation of chloride ions. The latter was supported by UV-Vis data. Figure 8 shows the variation in cell voltage and solution ozone concentration observed by Nishiki et al. (2011) , as a function of hardness (as added CaCl 2 , although the exact definition of hardness as mg/L was not specified by the authors, nor was the flow rate specified). The cell voltage increased little with hardness (albeit already high at 12 -15V); however, the membrane was found to increase in mass following 2 h electrolysis at 1A, see Figure 9 . The mass gain, due to calcification, was found to decrease as flow rate increased, attributed by the authors to physical removal of the deposit. Interestingly, when the cell was operated with the current on for 8 min and off for 2 min, a marked decrease in calcification was observed, see Figure 9 ; the authors postulated that this was due to the cathode pH decreasing back to neutral during the "off" periods and facilitating dissolution of the scale. Durability studies over 250 h electrolysis under constant and interrupted current conditions supported the benefits of on/off operation, with the ozone current efficiency remaining constant at around 3% under current interrupt operation, whereas it fell steadily to <1% at constant current. The high cell voltage and low current results in a high energy cost, e.g., 1675 kWh kg −1 O 3 under current interrupt operation. Nevertheless, the authors believe the system to have real application, and reported data on the disinfection of water inoculated with Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, and Staphylococcus epidermidis. They also employed the cell to treat 43 dogs and 10 cats suffering from Superficial Pyoderma and Seborrhea.
There are only two anode materials that have been reported as generating ozone at current efficiencies > 20%, temperatures > 0 • C and in water, or water with nonfluoride electrolyte; the first is BDD (see above) and the second is Ni/Sb-SnO 2 . In 2004, Prof. K. Y. Chan of Hong Kong University (Cheng and Chan 2004) reported (incorrectly) that his group had generated ozone from 0.64 cm 2 Sb-SnO 2 Ti foil electrode in 0.1 M HClO 4 in a UV-Vis cuvette electrochemical cell (see Figure 10) , with a maximum current efficiency of 15% at cell voltages <3 V. In a second article (Wang et al. 2005) , it was reported that the activity of the anodes reported in the first publication was due to adventitious Ni. This latter article detailed the preparation of Ni/Sb-SnO 2 electrodes and reported a maximum current efficiency of 35%, again using the UV-Vis cuvette cell. There had been one previous report of ozone generation at Sb-SnO 2 /Ti mesh by ; the authors reported a maximum current efficiency of ca. 4% in 5.0 M H 2 SO 4 at 0 • C, which was short lived, due to dissolution of the electrode. Otherwise, Sb-SnO 2 electrodes are generally considered not to be ozone active. In general, Sb-SnO 2 anodes supported on Ti are associated with the direct, electrochemical oxidation of organics (Martinez-Huitle and Brillas 2009). Hence, the production of high O 3 activity at low cell voltages under ambient conditions and in a simple electrolyte through the addition of small amounts of Ni to Sb-SnO 2 is truly remarkable, and could not have been predicted. In a later article, Christensen et al. (2009) , reported current efficiencies up to 50% (equivalent to 18 kWh kg −1 O 3 ) employing Ni/Sb-SnO 2 anodes with platinized Ti mesh cathodes in a divided glass cell utilizing a Nafion membrane separator and 0.5M H 2 SO 4 as the electrolyte. The Christensen group (Christensen and Imkum 2011; Christensen et al. 2012) have continued to report studies on Ni/Sb-SnO 2 electrodes which seek to gain insights into the mechanism of ozone evolution at these anodes.
In 2006, the Hong Kong group reported the electrochemical generation of ozone in deionized water employing an MEA-based cell with static anolyte and Pt/porous carbon air breathing cathode (Wang et al. 2006 ). The anode comprised Ni/Sb-SnO 2 coated on a 6 cm × 4 cm Ti mesh, and the cathode was operated in 'passive' mode, i.e., without pumping air past it. A maximum current efficiency of 15% was observed at a cell voltage of 2.0V, while the lowest energy consumption was 48 kWh kg −1 , also at 2.0V, and 17 mA cm −2 . The current density was limited principally by cathode flooding.
In a later article (Cui et al. 2009 ) the Hong Kong group reported data on a scaled up cell and 4 cell stack. The anodes were Ni/Sb-SnO 2 coated Ti mesh (8 cm × 13 cm), and the cell and stack operated in both passive and forced airflow (10 dm 3 min −1 ). The single cell, 4 cell stack and balance of plant are shown in Figures 11(a) -(c), respectively. Deionized water (18.2 M cm) was fed to the anode(s) at flow rates from 0.2 to 4.0 dm 3 min −1 (linear velocities from 0.52 to 10.42 cm s −1 ). Ozone was monitored using a flow cell linked by fiber optic cables to a spectrophotometer (see Figure 11 ).
Typical spectra so obtained are shown in Figure 12 ; as may be seen, the peak due to ozone (λ max = 258 nm) was superimposed upon a significant baseline offset and an underlying absorption having a peak < 250 nm. The baseline offset was attributed to bubbles scattering the incident light; Arihara et al. (2007), observed the same problem and employed a reservoir before the UV Vis cell in order to allow gas release. The authors did not discuss the underlying absorption, and it is not possible from the data presented in the paper to identify if the absorption showed a maximum. However, as stated above, H 2 O 2 is an expected side product of electrochemical ozone generation, and has an absorption from ca. 350 nm with no maximum above 200 nm (Christensen and Imkum 2011; Holt et al. 1948; Phibbs and Giguere 1951) . The current densities employed by the authors (<60 mA cm −2 ) were again limited by flooding (Chan and Christensen private communication, 2011), with cell voltages between 3 V and 6 V for the single cell. The four-cell stack gave a maximum current efficiency of ca. 22% at an anolyte flow rate of 5.9 dm 3 min −1 , 29.8 mA cm −2 and 3.0V; the lowest energy consumption was 42 kWh kg −1 O 3 at 24.3 mA cm −2 and 5.4 dm 3 min −1 . The energy requirement is the lowest of MEAbased cells (injecting ozone directly into water and either air breathing or hydrogen evolving), thus: Katoh et al. (1994) (maximum current efficiency 19%, PbO 2 anode) obtained an energy requirement of 40-50 kWh kg −1 O 3 (pure oxygen feed) or 60-80 kWh kg −1 O 3 (hydrogen evolved), Stucki and co-workers using the commercial Membrel electrolyzer (20% maximum current efficiency, PbO 2 anode, commercial since the early 1980s, hydrogen evolving; ) obtained an energy requirement of 65 kWh kg −1 O 3 ; more recently, Da Silva and co-workers (Da Silva et al. 2010) , reported an energy requirement of 70 kWh kg −1 (13% efficiency, PbO 2 anode, H 2 evolving cathode). In contrast, Arihara and co-workers (2007) obtained an energy cost of 140 kWh kg −1 O 3 at the maximum current efficiency of 47%, reflecting the significantly higher cell voltages required when using BDD anodes.
It should be noted that, whilst PbO 2 and BDD systems routinely operate at current densities of ca. 1 A cm −2 , Ni/Sb-SnO 2 -based systems operate at <100 mA cm −2 ; hence, the latter generate less O 3 per cm 2 than the former two. Further, there are no studies to date in the literature on the long-term durability of Ni/Sb-SnO 2 -based anodes and it would be expected that Ni would be unstable with respect to the formation of Ni 2+ , particularly in acidic solution at high anodic potentials.
THE EFFECT OF CURRENT DENSITY
In general, at PbO 2 anodes, current efficiency increases essentially linearly with current density (Feng et al. 1994) before leveling out and becoming independent (Beaufils et al. 1999; Da Silva et al. 2010; Han et al. 2006; Stucki et al. 1987; Tatapudi and Fenton 1993) ; typically, the current density at which this change occurs is ca. 1.0 A cm −2 , but this value depends upon the electrolyte composition . Exceptions to this observation are Onda and co-workers (2005) and Awad and Saleh (2010) ; both groups observe current efficiency to go through a maximum, at around 1.0 A cm −2 and 1.5-2.0 mA cm −2 (respectively), before decreasing.
Boron-doped diamond anodes show similar behavior to PbO 2 , with current efficiency becoming independent of current density (Arihara et al. 2007) or showing a clear maximum (Kraft et al. 2006) . TiO 2 (Kitsuka et al. 2009 (Kitsuka et al. , 2010 , Pt (Seader and Tobias 1952) , C (Foller and Kelsall 1993) and TaO x (Kaneda et al. 2005 show increasing current with current density; however, this may simply reflect the fact that, should the current density have been increased beyond the maximum employed by these workers, a leveling out or decrease in current efficiency may have been observed. IrO 2 -Nb 2 O 5 shows an onset current density for ozone evolution that varies with IrO 2 content (Santana et al., 2004) . Ni/Sb-SnO 2 electrodes show a clear maximum (Wang et al. 2005 (Wang et al. , 2006 .
When employing zero gap cells with low conductivity (e.g., deionized) water as the anolyte, the active area of the anode is significantly less than its geometric area, since the former will be only that region of the anode at the boundary with water and the Nafion membrane. Hence, the actual current density will be higher than that calculated on the basis of the geometric area (Kraft et al. 2006) ; one consequence of this is that, if the conductivity of the anolyte is increased, current efficiency decreases due to the decrease in current density as more of the anode becomes active (Arihara et al. 2006; Foller and Kelsall 1993; Kraft et al. 2006) . To our knowledge, there are no reports in the literature in which current efficiency vs current density data are modeled on the basis of a detailed, mechanistic framework.
THE EFFECT OF ELECTROLYTE
As it is generally believed that ozone efficiency increases with decreasing pH Seidel 2006; Wang et al. 2005) , most of the papers in the electrochemical ozone literature concern ozone generation using either aqueous acid electrolytes or, to a lesser extent, using Nafion as an (acidic) polymer electrolyte membrane, (Nafion is also commonly employed as the cell separator in the studies using acidic electrolytes). There are a few studies on the effect of the anion on ozone efficiency in acid solution. By far the most comprehensive work on this was reported by Foller and Tobias in papers published in 1981 (Foller and Tobias 1981 and Thanos et al. (1984) . Foller and Tobias found a linear relationship between ozone current efficiency in 2.0 M acid at 0 • C using β-PbO 2 anode and the "composite electronegativity" of the anions. The composite electronegativity was obtained by summing the tabulated electronegativities of the individual atoms of the anion.
The data were rationalized essentially in terms of a model similar to that elucidated above (see [10] -[17] ), in which one of the active intermediates in the formation of O 3 is the adsorbed oxygen atom. Quite simply, anion and oxygen coverage are competitive, with the former determined by the electronegativity of the anion: the more electronegative the less adsorption takes place. Thus, at high anion coverage, the free energy of adsorption of O • is too low and the activation energy for O • a + O • a → O 2 is so low that O 3 does not have time to form. Conversely, too little anion adsorption causes the O atoms to be bound too tightly.
However, the authors also commented that, due to the evolution of gas, the free energy of adsorption of the O atom would actually assume a broad range of values. An ideal anion coverage, specific for a particular electrolyte and anode material, would then produce the maximum possible ozone efficiency for that combination. Anions such as F − that are nonadsorbing may never show such a maximum in efficiency as "optimum" surface coverage is never reached. The authors also postulated that F − could inhibit the discharge of water (to O 2 ) by hydrogen bonding to the H atoms of water in the Inner Helmholtz Layer. Thanos et al. (1984) found that electrolysis using PbO 2 /Ti anodes in a wide range of electrolytes gave essentially the same ozone current efficiency and hence concluded that the electrolyte did not participate in the ozone evolution reaction (although oxidizable anions such as chlorate did reduce ozone yields, as may be expected).
There does not appear to be any detailed later studies on the general effect of anion adsorption on electrochemical ozone generation in acid solution; studies in acid electrolyte focus primarily on the effect of F − or F-containing electrolytes e.g., (Babak et al. 1998; Chernik et al. 1997b; Da Silva et al. 2001 , 2003a , 2003b Kötz and Stucki 1987; Potapova and Shestakova 1995; Santana et al. 2004) . Da Silva and coworkers reiterate the postulate of Foller and Tobias that F − stabilizes the coverage of adsorbed oxygen atoms as well as inhibiting the oxygen evolution reaction (Da Silva et al. 2003a; .
With respect to the effect of common acid electrolytes on ozone current efficiency, this appears, as expected, to depend upon the anode material, thus Franco et al. (2006) , found that the ozone current efficiency at a β-PbO 2 anode was 3.5% in 6.0 M HClO 4 compared to 2.9% in 3.0 M H 2 SO 4 . Similarly, Chernik and co-workers (1997a) observed higher current efficiencies for ozone generation at β-PbO 2 anodes in 2M HClO 4 compared to 2M H 2 SO 4 at current densities up to 0.25 A cm −2 ; e.g., 8% compared to 4% at ca. 0.19 A cm −2 . The authors attributed this to increased adsorption by HSO 4compared to ClO 4 -anions, resulting in decreased bonding energy, and hence amount, of O-containing species. Wang et al. (2005) , observed a current efficiency of ca. 35% in 0.1 M H 2 SO 4 and ca. 32% in 0.1 M HClO 4 at a Ni/Sb-SnO 2 anode. At −50 • C at a Pt anode, (Putnam et al., 1948) , the current efficiency was ca. 20% in 30% HClO 4 and ca. 6% in 28% H 2 SO 4 . However, Kötz and Stucki, observed a complex dependence of ozone efficiency at 1 A cm −2 when using 3.0 M HClO 4 , H 2 SO 4 and H 3 PO 4 as a function of temperature . Ozone efficiency at fixed current density generally goes through a maximum as the concentration of the acid electrolyte is increased Wang et al. 2005) .
A number of studies have been reported using aqueous electrolytes at near neutral pH (Bader and Hoigné 1981; Chernik et al. 1997b; Cui et al. 2009; Feng et al. 1994; Martinez-Huitle and Brillas 2009; Michaud et al. 2000; Rau private communication, 2009; Tatapudi and Fenton 1994) with ozone current efficiencies of ca. 3-12%, including work using imitation tapwater, aimed at the potential application of electrochemical ozone generation in water treatment (Arihara et al. 2006; Kaneda et al. 2005) . Feng et al. (1994) obtained ozone current efficiencies of 6% and ca. 14% using β-PbO 2 anodes without and with Fe doping, respectively, in pH 7.5 phosphate buffer at 10 • C. El-Shal et al. observed a maximum current efficiency of 7% at PbO 2 in pH 7 phosphate buffer (El-Shal et al. 1994 ). Kaneda and co-workers have studied anodes based on tantalum oxide in imitation tapwater, i.e., Millipore water containing added Na + , Ca 2+ , K + and Mg 2+ salts to a conductivity of 160 μs cm −1 (Arihara et al. 2006; Kaneda et al. 2005) . The authors observed a maximum ozone current efficiency of ca. 12%, comparable to that observed by Feng et al. (1994) using Fe-doped β-PbO 2 . To date, there have been no attempts to discuss the implications of such high ozone efficiencies obtained in neutral solution.
Low temperatures are often employed in conjunction with fluorine-containing anions to obtain high ozone current efficiencies Kötz and Stucki 1987; Santana et al. 2005) ; as was stated above, this is generally believed to be due to the ability of small amounts of F − to raise the oxygen overpotential and was first reported in 1950 by A. Hickling and S. Hill (1950) , although it has also been postulated that F − stabilises the coverage of singlet oxygen at PbO 2 , enhancing the production of O 3 (Da Silva et al. 2003a ). Thus, PbO 2 at 0 • C typically exhibits current efficiencies of 10-12% in the absence of specialist anions, this increases up to ca. 20% in the presence of PF 6 − at the same temperature . Foller and Kelsall reported a current efficiency of 45% using glassy carbon electrodes at −5 • C in 62 wt% HBF 4 (Foller and Kelsall 1993) ; however, the high concentration of HBF 4 employed required that it was especially synthesized and also resulted in intermittent passivation of the electrode which could only be reversed by periodic switching to open circuit potential.
F − -doping of PbO 2 anodes to inhibit O 2 evolution and hence improve ozone current efficiency has also been employed see, for example, the work by Amadelli et al. (1999) , who obtained a maximum current efficiency of ca. 8% at 25 • C in 1 M H 2 SO 4 , using PbO 2 anodes formed by electrodeposition from solutions containing 0.01 M NaF. Higher F − concentrations in the electrodeposition solution caused the ozone efficiency to decrease, reaching 1% at 40 mM NaF. The latter observation was interpreted by the authors as higher F −doping of PbO 2 facilitating the formation of persulfate ions at the expense of O 3 .
CONCLUSIONS
Although there is a generally accepted mechanism for electrochemical ozone generation, it is generic and does not take into account the wide variation in behavior observed across the range of ozone active anodes reported in the literature in terms of required current density, the requirement for a minimum current density or not, etc. In particular, the fact that the addition of a minute quantity of Ni to (essentially) ozone-inactive Sb-SnO 2 renders the latter significantly active and selective towards the electrochemical generation of ozone at low current densities strongly suggests that all ozoneactive anodes are not the same. Furthermore, the "generic" mechanism remains largely unproven; not surprising given the obvious challenges associated with obtaining kinetic (or indeed any) information from electrodes vigorously evolving gas.
The early studies of electrochemical ozone generation were carried out at low temperatures in corrosive and, in some cases, expensive electrolytes and primarily using Pt anodes. Later, and to date, the favored anode material was PbO 2 in more conventional, acidic electrolytes, at temperatures around 0 • C. These materials require high current densities for high current efficiencies, typically ca. 1 A cm −2 .
It is clear that high ozone current efficiencies (around 20-50%) can be routinely obtained at certain anodes; for example, the activities and selectivities of BDD anodes can be high indeed, albeit at a high energy cost. Ni/Sb-SnO 2 anodes also show such high activities and selectivities but at much lower currents and cell voltages; the former is a disadvantage in terms of the amount of ozone generated per unit area of electrode, although the development of synthetic routes to particulate electrocatalysts that can be deposited directly onto Nafion (as is commonly employed in MEA's utilizing PbO 2 ) may well ameliorate this problem.
The new ozone anodes thus offer great promise for the electrochemical approach, and the advantages of the electrochemical generation of ozone have been well-rehearsed in the literature (see, for example, (Christensen et al. 2009 ) and references therein). However, the ability to exploit probably the most useful advantage of electrochemical ozone generation, of direct injection into water as opposed to dissolving gas phase O 3 , remains elusive for two reasons. To inject ozone directly into water requires the use of MEA-based, zero gap cells; these naturally utilize either hydrogen-evolving or air breathing cathodes, and all currently employ Nafion as the polymer electrolyte membrane.
The latter essentially precludes the application of such cells in the treatment of 'real' or softened waters; Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ in the former essentially block the membrane, and Na + ions in the latter replace protons as the mobile species in the Nafion, move more slowly and increase resistance across the cell. This may be overcome by the development of membranes that can reject multiply charged cations; for example Trogadas et al. (2012) , have reported that incorporating SiO 2 into Nafion slows down the crossover of V 3+ and V 4+ ions. However, the flooding of air-breathing cathodes appears to limit the current densities accessible to commercially nonviable values, while hydrogen-evolving cathodes will only be applicable for larger applications where the hydrogen can be utilized and is not a safety issue.
The stability of anodes such as PbO 2 was regarded as a problem (Wen and Chang 1993) , as was that of BDD anodes (Panizza and Cerisola 2005) but the plethora of available commercial electrochemical ozone generation systems based on these materials seems to mitigate against this; however, the toxicity of lead continues to be a barrier to its application in potable water treatment. The stability of Ni/Sb-SnO 2 remains to be clarified.
Despite the problems, actual and perceived, associated with electrochemical ozone generation, devices based on the technology are at the pre-production stage and poised to penetrate particular, niche markets based around domestic applications such as surface cleaning ) and in white goods, e.g., dishwashers (Brockman et al. 2012) .
APPENDIX: AN OVERVIEW OF ELECTRODE KINETICS
Consider aqueous Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ ions in equilibrium with an electrode at a potential E 1 ; the oxidation of Fe(H 2 O) 6 2+ and reduction of Fe(H 2 O) 6 3+ may be represented by (Hamann et al. 2007) :
The equilibrium in Equation [A1] can be represented simplistically by Figure A1 . Electron transfer is postulated as taking place via an activated complex as shown. If the potential on the electrode is decreased from E 1 to E 2 (E 2 < E 1 , i.e., E is negative), only the Gibbs Free Energy of the electrons in the metal is affected, so long as neither Fe(H 2 O) 6 3+ nor Fe(H 2 O) 6 2+ is adsorbed, and this increases by G = -zF E, where z is the number of electrons transferred (z = 1 in this case) and F is Faraday's constant = 96485 C mol −1 . Not all of the increase in free energy is reflected in the change in the free energy of the activated complex, since there is no change in the free energy of the Fe(H 2 O) 6 2+ ; the fractional change in G is (1 -β), see Figure A2 , where β is termed the asymmetry parameter, which reflects the fact that asymmetry in the position of the activated complex will be reflected in the magnitude of β and hence in Figure A1 . Schematic the fraction of G by which the free energy of the activated complex changes. If the curve is symmetrical, β = 0.5, and this is often assumed. The current density (Amps cm −2 ) of the forward (anodic) reaction is:
And that of the cathodic process:
Straightforward development of the model represented by Figures A1 and A2 (Hamann et al. 2007; Oldham and Myland 1994) leads to an expression for the net current density (i.e., anodic -cathodic), the Butler-Volmer equation:
where j 0 is a constant, the exchange current density, f = F/RT and η is the overpotential:
i.e., the difference between the potential on the electrode and the potential where the net current is zero. The overpotential reflects the energy required over and above that dictated by thermodynamics to drive an electrochemical process at the required rate (current). The exchange current density is a measure of the facile nature of the anodic and cathodic processes; the higher j 0 , the more rapidly equilibrium will be established at low overpotential. At an anodic overpotential |η| > RT/F (25.7 mV at 298 K), the second expression, the cathodic process, can be neglected in [A4], and j becomes: which is the Tafel equation. The value of the asymmetry parameter is obtained from the slope of a Tafel plot, and j 0 from the intercept. If β = 0.5, the slope = 118 mV. Oldham and Myland (1994) take this (standard) Tafel analysis further to cover more complex, multistep electrochemical reactions having chemical as well as electrochemical steps, but involving, importantly, only solution species, while Hamann and co-workers (2007) extend the approach still further to encompass adsorbed species. Taking the case of two sequential reactions involving solution species:
Overall:
Equations [A9] -[A11] represent a general approach to multistep electrochemical reactions, in that the simultaneous transfer of two electrons is highly improbable, hence such multi-electron processes are regarded as combinations of one-electron transfers.
The kinetic treatment of [A9] and [A10] detailed here depends crucially upon the reactions achieving steady state, otherwise the derivation of simple kinetic rate laws such as Tafel equations would not be possible, as all the terms would be time-dependent. This means, in turn, that the mass transport of reactant to the electrode, and removal of products from the electrode, must be controlled through the use of, for example, rotating electrodes when acquiring data.
Often, Tafel analyses are carried out on data obtained using static electrodes; see, for example, (Da Silva et al. 2001 , 2003a , 2003b Franco et al. 2006 Franco et al. , 2008 Kötz and Stucki 1987; Santana et al. 2005) , in which case, the mechanistic models derived from such studies should be addressed with care. To avoid problems associated with bubble formation and adherence to electrodes, it is normal practice to use rotating disc electrodes; on such electrodes the hydrodynamic conditions lead to rapid bubble removal and also to highly controlled material transport from solution (for the effect of hydrodynamic flow on bubble adherence see Eigeldinger and Vogt 2000) .
If [A9] is the rate-determining step, it is found that the net current density is (Hamann et al. 2007 Where k a ' and k c ' are the anodic and cathodic rate constants. At sufficiently high anodic overpotentials that the cathodic term in [A12] is negligible, and assuming β = 0.5, gives a Tafel slope of 118 mV for the anodic reaction. If [A10] is the rate determining step:
and the anodic Tafel slope will be 39 mV. As the overpotential is increased in this case, the concentration of B builds up such that the rate of [A10] no longer becomes rate limiting and [A9] becomes rate limiting, indicated by a switch from low Tafel slope to high. The model summarized above becomes significantly more complicated if adsorbed species are involved, e.g., [A10] and [A11]. In general, adsorption at electrodes is modeled with an isotherm in which the molar enthalpy of adsorption is a function of coverage, typically the Temkin isotherm, which assumes that the enthalpy of adsorption at any coverage θ varies linearly with coverage:
Where γ is a constant and H 0 molar enthalpy of adsorption when the coverage is sufficiently low for interaction between adsorbate species to be negligible compared to the interaction of these species with the surface itself. This then means that the Gibbs Free Energies of any adsorbed species will vary with coverage through the dependence of the internal energy on coverage; adsorption may then give rise to a variety of Tafel slopes.
In summary, Tafel analysis cannot be used to derive unique mechanisms from experimental data; it may be possible to demonstrate that a certain mechanism is consistent with the current/voltage data, but it can never be demonstrated that this is the only mechanism. For this reason, a plethora of in-situ spectroscopic techniques were developed from the 1980s (e.g., in-situ Infra Red spectroscopy) to provide essential molecular information about intermediates and products in electrochemical reactions and hence additional evidence to eliminate mechanisms that were otherwise consistent with the current/voltage data. Finally, there is a significant challenge in obtaining meaningful current/voltage data at high current densities involving vigorous gas evolution.
